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This invention relates to spray painting ap 
paratus and is more particularly directed to the 
Spray-head Or cap portion of such apparatus. 
The invention utilizes filattening jets acting 

on the main surface coating stream and formed 
by the convergence of a plurality of properly di 
rected air streams, in combination with one or 
more pairs of atomizing jets. 
The primary object of the present invention is 

the provision of a caphaving provision for dis 
charging a plurality of air jets acting On the 
Spray discharge of a paint gun – to completely 
atomize and shape the spray. 
Another object of the invention is the prowi 

sion of Opposed flattening jetsacting on the spray 
discharge of a paint gun in combination with 
atomizing jets striking the spray discharge in 
advance of the flattening, jets at a high angle 
to produce a complete atomization of the heavy 
center particles of the spray before being fat 
tened. 
Another object of the invention is the prowi 

sion in a paint gun of Opposed stream flattening 
jets in combination with stream atomizing jets 
of a relatively great wolume so that the gun can 
give a larger uniform pattern than has been here 
tofore possible. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will become apparent as the description pro 
ceeds, reference being had to the accompanying 
drawing, in which– 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a spray-head 
Or cap having flattening and atomizing jets is 
Suing therefrom and disposed in accordance with 
my invention, and Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are modified 
forms of the invention disclosing warious combi 
nations of air streams to form the flattening and 

| atomizing jets. 
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Referring to the drawing, and particularly to 
Fig. 1, the present invention is disclosed in con 
nection with a cap having a body i from which 
the usual supplemental air discharge horns 3 and 

- 4 project. The body i is provided with the usual 
central liquid discharge orifice 6 and central air 
orifice 8 concentric therewith. Thus, the air 
Supported liquid stream isSues from the gun in 
the usual circular stream form. . 
The Spray stream is first impinged and atom 

ized by air streams || 2 and 13 isSuing from orifices 
f0 and i in the face of the cap. The streams 
from these orifices are each ata wide'acute angle 
relative to the line of discharge So that the air 
pierces the stream and breaks up the heavy cen 
tral particles. The shape of the resulting stream 
is analagous to an hour glass, 

Having been thoroughly broken up by the 
atomizing streams 2 and 3, the stream isthen 
flattened to its desired fan shape. Instead of 
single opposed jets ordinarily used to shape the 
stream, the present invention utilizes opposed 
flattening jets each formed by the convergence 
of a plurality of differently directed streams. It 
has been found that flattening jetsso formed en 
velope the stream and prewent over-spray even 
though a high penetration of the atomizing jets 10 
is employed. Thus, the air horns 3 and 4 are 
each provided with the usual discharge orifices 
4 and 5 from which issue air streams || 6 and 
17. Smaller orifices i 8 and i 9 are provided in 
the face of the cap, and air streams 20 and 2 15 
issuetherefrom directed toward the spray stream, 
at, a Smaller angle than the Streams i 6 and T, 
but in the same plane. These streams 20 and 2A 
impinge on, and flatten streams || 6 and i 7, so 
that the resultant combined jets 22 and 23 are 20 
eliptical and strike the spray in the form of a 
fan. The resultant jets 22 and 23 envelope the 
spray to "an extent that all of the particles are 
properly directed and Over-spray is Substantially 
eliminated. * 25 
By Combining the action of these eliptical flat 

tening jets 22 and 23 with the action of the 
atomizing jets i 2 and 3, it has been found that 
greatly superior results are obtained. As an ex 
ample, a gun having the atomizing jets and the 30 
known single flattening jets is limited in that the 
included angle between the atomizing jetscan 
not be greater than 40°. A more direct impinge 
ment scatters the spray so badly that the fiat 
tening jets are unable to control the pattern. 35 
Further, an atomizing orifice larger than 038' 
also would cause an uncontrollable disturbance 
of the main stream. A gun so constructed will 
produce an eliptical pattern having a major axis 
9' long. 4° 
By using the eliptical flattening jets 22 and 

23 in combination with the atomizing jets 2 and 
|3, it is found that the included angle between 
the jets i 2 and 13 can be increased to as high 
as 100° without disturbing the pattern. The di- 45 
ameter of the atomizing orifices f0 and i can 
be increased to 052”. The gun will give a highly 
satisfactory eliptical pattern having a long axis 
of Substantially 14", and is thus capable of cov 
ering 50% more Surface in the same length of 50 
timethan the construction compared in the para 
graph above at the same distance from the gun 
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| and, with an atomization of the same order. 
In the form shown in Fig. 2, the spray is first 

acted upon by atomizing jets which are eliptical, 55 
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each side of the stream of coating Liquid, a pair 
ofair streams which converge before striking said, 
stream to produce a single flattening and en 
weloping jet of air striking said stream after said, 
atomizing jetshave acted upom the stream. 

7. A spray-head of the class described having 
prowision for discharging an air supported stream 
of coating. liquid, and having in combination, a 
plurality of atomizing air Orifices adapted to emit 

10 differently directed jets of air which act succes 

sively in. pairs on said stream of coating liquid, 
one of Said pairs of atomizing jets being fan 
shaped, and supplemental air orifices adapted to 
emit, On each side of the Stream of coating liquid, 

| apair of air streams which converge before strik 
ing Said stream to produce a single flattening and 
enveloping jet of air striking said stream after 
Said atomizing jets have acted upon the stream. 

ROBERT W. TRACY. 


